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MODERN 
MAKEOVER

Real Homes 
HOUSE RENOVATION

Renovating their basement and 
redesigning the layout has transformed 
Sara and John Morrison’s house into a 
contemporary, light-filled family home
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SMOOTH LINES
Sleek double base units  
from Online Kitchens UK  
and handeless door fronts  
by Kitchen Door Outlet  
keep the kitchen area fresh 
and contemporary. Extending 
dining table, House by John 
Lewis. Ercol chairs from Ebay 
painted in Down Pipe by 
Farrow & Ball. Fruit cushions, 
Ebay. Geometric rug, 
Scandinavian Design Center

THE OWNERS
Sara Morrison, an interior 

designer, lives here with her 
husband John, a composer, their 
son Francis, eight, and their two 

rescue cats Scout and Gem 

THE PROPERTY 
A four-bedroom, Edwardian 

terraced house in Bath, 
Somerset

SARA LOVES 
Rockett St George

Monochrome colour scheme
A painting in the main bedroom 

by artist Alex Gene Morrison
Designer Abigail Ahern

TOTAL PROJECT COST 
£142,850



BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL
To maximise the room’s bright and  
airy feel, Sara chose a grey resin for  
the floor. Thinner than stone or tile,  
it’s particularly effective over the 
underfloor heating. For similar, try 
Sphere8. Garden table and chairs, 
Fermob. Bi-fold doors, Clearglaze



s serial renovators,  
Sara and Jon weren’t 

deterred by the 
run-down state  

of the period  
home they chose  

to buy when 
relocating to 

Bath. While it was an unliveable wreck, the fact it needed  
to be stripped down to its bare bones is what attracted the 
couple to the house in the first place. ‘We’d transformed a 
similar period home in London and we were keen to do it  
all over again,’ says Sara. 

But even hardened renovators can soon find the reality 
of living on a building site difficult to deal with, especially 
with a three-month-old baby. ‘We realised that the house 
just wasn’t safe to live in with a baby,’ 
admits Sara. ‘The boiler needed 
replacing, so there was no heating or 
hot water, the windows were rotten, 
and it needed completely rewiring, 
replastering and plumbing. So we 
piled all of our belongings into the  
only two reasonably clean and dry 
rooms, sealed them up and spent  
the next month staying with family.’ 

Budget restrictions meant that 
Sara and Jon had to divide the project 
into two stages, concentrating on the 
ground and upper floors first and 
leaving the basement renovation  
until a later date. 

With Sara keen to be as hands- 
on as possible, she designed the whole 
space herself, only bringing in help 
from a local surveyor to draw up the 
structural plans. When you take on  
such a neglected property, however, 
unexpected problems can often make 
an appearance, as the Morrisons quickly discovered. ‘On 
the top floor, there were two small rooms and a bathroom,’ 
explains Sara. ‘We were turning this space into one large 
guest room, which would double up as Jon’s office, and  
a guest shower room. When the builders started, they 
discovered that the roof wasn’t properly supported,  
which meant we had to install new steels to do that.’

Elsewhere the first phase of the refurb proved more 
straightforward. The hallway and bathroom walls were 
reconfigured to enlarge the bathroom, and the north-facing 
dining room was knocked through to the adjoining lounge 
to create a bright open-plan space. ‘Initially this space 
would function as a playroom and lounge, but I knew that  
in the future it would work as a lounge with a study area  
at the rear,’ explains Sara. ‘We also decided to live with  
the existing kitchen as we didn’t want to spend money  
on something that we knew we would be pulling out in  
the future when we renovated the basement.’

Four years after completing the initial work, Sara and 
Jon turned their attention to the basement. As the house is 

built on a hill, the basement is actually at ground level  
on the garden side, which meant that once renovated the 
couple would be able to relocate their kitchen to this lower 
level and create a modern indoor-outdoor space. To maximise 
the natural light, Sara was determined to remove the huge 
chimney in the centre of the basement but she wanted to 
avoid having bulky supporting pillars that would divide the 
space. ‘We worked with a structural engineer to create an 
H-frame steel structure that could easily be transported 
down our narrow back alley and installed with lifting 
equipment,’ she says.

The family took off on holiday and when they came 
back a fortnight later, the basement had been gutted and 
extended into the side return by 1.5 metres. ‘It was amazing 
to see the empty shell and realise just how much sunlight 
there was from the bi-fold doors at the back and the three 

large windows above,’ says Sara. The 
open-plan kitchen-diner is now 
located in the space nearest the 
garden, while a wine cellar, utility 
room and bathroom have been carved 
into the darker area at the rear.

Upstairs, the original kitchen was 
turned into a playroom, complete with 
bespoke den and hideaway. ‘It meant 
that at last each room had a proper 
function, and at the end of the day we  
can now close the door on all the toys,’ 
she adds. The couple’s final task was 
to turn the garden area into a low-
maintenance, relaxing space that the 
whole family could enjoy. Francis has  
a den and swing area hidden away at 
the back, and the centre of the garden 
features a barbecue and eating space. 
The kitchen now opens out onto a 
little outdoor lounge. 

Sara is so pleased with the  
result of the house renovation and  

the positive comments she gets from visitors that she has 
turned her passion for interiors into a new career, helping 
other families create contemporary spaces that look great 
but still work well for everyday family life. ‘We’re delighted 
with the way the house works for us now,’ she says. ‘There 
isn’t a single room that doesn’t get used every day, plus we 
each have a space where we can retreat to do our own thing 
or all come together. It’s perfect for us.’  ➤

A
BEFORE

NEW BEGINNINGS
Above Sara’s house needed to be 
stripped down to its bare bones before 
work could begin, including the kitchen, 
which had no heating or hot water
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RESIDENT ARTIST
Top left Francis and his friends created  
this eye-catching wall art. The daybed is 
reupholstered in Romo Linara Magnesium 
fabric, Rossiters of Bath. Ercol nest of 
tables, Ebay. Cushions, Oliver Bonas

COSY CORNER
Botton left Not wanting to have a formal 
dining room separate from the kitchen, 
Sara turned the rear of the lounge into a 
contemplative reading space and study. 
Panel mirror, Looking Glass of Bath

‘WE EACH HAVE A SPACE WHERE WE  
CAN RETREAT TO DO OUR OWN THING  

OR ALL COME TOGETHER’

CLEVER DETAILS
Middle left The round polycarbonate 
coffee table from Made in Design elegantly 
contrasts with the sharp angles on the 
geometric rug from Heal’s and helps to 
bounce light further into the room

TAILOR-MADE TOUCHES
Below Bespoke bookcases built by Sara’s 
carpenter run the length of the wall and 
unite the two areas of the living room.  
The Durrie patterned floor cushion from 
Habitat acts as a comfy reading spot
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FEATURE WALL
The monochrome theme 
continues in the lounge 
with the quirky bookshelf 
wallpaper by Deborah 
Bowness. For similar  
floor lamps try the Alexa 
from M&S. Penryn sofa in  
Athena Charcoal, John 
Lewis. Armchairs, Ebay, 
reupholstered in Varese 
Grape and Varese Ocean 
velvet by Designers Guild, 
Rossiters of Bath. Eighty 
Fifty cable tie lampshade, 
Claire Norcross. Ella Dora 
camera cushion Trouva.  
Dip dye cushions, Rockett 
St George



‘AT LAST, EACH ROOM HAS A PROPER FUNCTION,  
AND AT THE END THE DAY WE CAN NOW  

CLOSE THE DOOR ON ALL THE TOYS’

BOYS’ TOYS
Top left The former kitchen is now a 
playroom with ample storage space  
for toys. Red sofa, Maisons Du Monde. 
Children’s table, stool and storage units, all 
Ikea. Reggie Robot Harlequin rug, Amara 

TICKLED PINK
Bottom left Striking pink stripe Bolon  
vinyl flooring from Missoni is the focal 
point in the bathroom. Stool, Habitat.  
Bath, Adamsez. Basin mixer, Crosswater. 
Basin, Saneux

SPACE ODDITY
Middle left Francis’ space-themed bedroom 
has been designed as a chill out space. 
Bespoke Endeavour Silhouette wallpaper, 
Murals Wallpaper. Bedding, Cuckooland. 
Retro locker bedside cabinet, Store

PAINT IT BLACK
Below In Francis’ room the fireplace has 
been painted black to fit in with the space 
theme. For a similar black wardrobe, see 
the Collection Osaka two-door wardrobe  
in black, Argos. Swivel armchair, Ikea
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PLANS

BEFORE AFTER

BASEMENT 
FLOOR

GROUND 
FLOOR

FIRST  
FLOOR

BASEMENT 
FLOOR

GROUND 
FLOOR

FIRST  
FLOOR

TOTAL TRANSFORMATION
Left After refurbishing the 
ground and upper floors  
of her house, Sara decided  
to convert the basement to  
create a roomy kitchen-diner 
with links to the garden

FUN FURNISHINGS
Below Sara used quirky wall  
art and a mix of patterned  
and textured accessories to 
bring the monochrome master 
bedroom to life. Bedside table, 
La Redoute. Cushion, Haygen. 
Bedspread, Hay. Lampshades, 
Hummingbird Home. The 
Hazelwood Home headboard 
from Wayfair is reupholstered  
in Romo Linara fabric

Interior design Interiors Family,  
01225 445710, interiors.family

Builders TP Richards Building Contractors, 
01225 317593, tprichards.co.uk
Windows Bath Sash Windows,  

01225 466075, bathsashwindows.co.uk
Bi-fold doors Cleargaze,  

01234 333 900, clearglaze.co.uk

Basement extension £35,000
Initial renovation work £30,000

Kitchen (including flooring) £27,000
Flooring £11,500

Furnishings £10,850
Bathrooms £8,000
Decoration £8,000

Windows and bi-fold doors £6,500
Front and back gardens £6,000

TOTAL £142,850

Purchase cost in 2009 £420,000
Estimated value in 2017 £750,000

Potential profit £187,150

COSTS & 
CONTACTS

HOME  
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KITCHEN  
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GRAND DESIGN
To maximise the storage space, Sara  
had a local carpenter make built-in 
wardrobes in the alcoves either side  
of the mantlepiece. She kept the design 
simple so as not to detract from the 
beautiful period fireplace, which came  
with the house. Mirror, Oliver Bonas


